Extract from Fish (2012), chapter 3: The technical and the moral mode of Practice
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Rival conceptions of the nature of professional
practice
This section draws on the work of David Carr (Carr, 2003; 2004) in examining
two contrasting ways of thinking about and engaging in professional practice (the
technical and the moral mode), and what they each mean for the everyday practice
of doctors and the educational responsibilities of their teachers.
The technical mode of practice is engaged in by those professionals who see their
job as a matter of dealing with technical problems by providing technical solutions
through expertise that depends more or less exclusively on specialist knowledge and
relevant skills. In short, they see those they provide for, not so much as people, but
as technical problems. This assumes that the world in which they work is scientific,
objective, and largely mechanistic and well ordered, such that the application of
knowledge and skill is a fairly straightforward matter. The aim of a medical educator
who thought like this would be to seek to produce a doctor who was a skilled
and knowledgeable performer who could solve technical problems effectively and
efficiently.
By contrast to this, the moral mode of practice sees the professional as someone
who brings their knowledge and skill to the whole person they serve, by relating to
them, person to person, with all the human and moral responsibilities that this brings.
They also see the world as complex, unpredictable and not yielding so simply to
the application of theoretical knowledge and pre-learnt skills. Such a doctor would
need from their teachers, in addition to a focus on knowledge and skills, support
and nurturing in the development of their character, personal qualities, professional
judgement, humane understanding and the flexibility and courage to persist in the
face of difficulties.
As we shall see, these contrasting ways of conceptualizing professionals’ practice
bring with them different concepts, identified through contrasting language, that
shape professionals’ whole way of seeing the world of their work.
David Carr points out very clearly that there is ‘a significant difference between
technical and moral modes of practical engagement with the world [but that]
almost any human activity is likely to have both moral and technical dimensions or
implications’. However, he adds:
there are nevertheless crucial differences between senses of ‘good’ as used to qualify character
and skilled performance, and between the ways in which goodness of personhood and goodness
of technique are measured and fostered.
(Carr, D. 2004: 106)

Thus, for example, in the technical mode of practice, ‘good practice’ is about
‘delivering’ a performance using pre-set skills, strategies and book-knowledge or
formal theory. Here, the question about what makes a good teacher (or doctor),
is usually responded to by listing as evidence a vast number of competencies or
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skills that are observable and countable, and pointing to a syllabus which lists all
the knowledge they should know. This is then expected to cash out into success
for the learner, evidenced through ‘assessment tools’ which are seen as separate
from teaching and learning, and which measure the observable and treat that which
cannot be observed as trivial. The problem here is that although these things are
countable, they cannot be counted on to tell us everything about ‘quality’. Their sum
does not automatically amount to the whole ‘good’ that we seek for either teacher
or learner!
Further, the practitioner who works in the technical mode of practice is merely the
agent of — and has yielded sovereignty in a number of areas to — others outside
their practice (administrators, bureaucrats, regulators, even politicians). For example
a teacher holding this view naturally abdicates to others the responsibility for:
w

what should be taught (the curriculum on paper is seen as ’to be obeyed’ not as a guide
which needs endless development)

w

what makes ‘good practice’ (the list of skills / competencies and knowledge is accepted
as decreed by someone outside the practice context)

w

what is the ‘right thing to do’ (the only moral compass we need is seen as obedience to
‘the rules’ which are treated as absolute and sufficient law).

This way of seeing it converts practice into a kind of applied science or theorybased approach that casts practitioners into the role of technician, and construes
professional effectiveness largely as performances of measurable skills. This view is
currently highly prevalent, and as Carr, D. (2004) says, it is a view that has been
considerably overplayed in the last two decades. It would also seem to be a flawed
way of seeing professional practice, since many attributes that are characterized as
skills are not skills at all, and would probably be better understood and developed
when seen as capacities. An example would be professional judgement.
By contrast to all this, in the moral mode of practice, the good practitioner is
constituted of more than knowledge and skills (epistemology). Here, the person the
practitioner is radically affects what they do and can achieve (with say learners or
patients). This emphasizes the ontological dimensions of practice, such that a good
practitioner is seen as one who:
w

possesses moral awareness about their practice responsibilities

w

establishes a human and humane mode of engagement with clients

w

is an agent of their own practice because they take responsibility for all aspects
of it, and make wise choices about what to do, which may be guided, but are not
constrained, by national requirements (by the curriculum if they are teachers — or
by protocols if they are doctors).
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In the moral mode of practice, the practitioner knows and can make clear their own
values, recognizing them as driving their thinking, and has the discretion (exercised
with principled autonomy) to make wise judgements for and about the learner /
patient in the light of their specific context and their particular needs. In all this,
the kind of human being they are, as both a person and a professional practitioner,
matters, because they seek to meet the whole learner or patient with the whole
of themselves in order to work in their service. Such practitioners develop an
understanding of how to ‘be’ with that learner / patient, which is about developing
character and personality attuned perceptively and affectively to the moral aspects of
the practice experience, and is not about appearing to behave like a good practitioner
— a demeanour that, ironically, is quickly recognized by both learners and patients!
In this mode of practice, for example, a teacher: is finely tuned to the learner;
can support and challenge them; can probe and develop their thinking and moral
perspectives; and will attend both to the learner’s developing conduct (action
driven by acknowledged principles and articulated values) and to their character
or personhood, rather than simply their behaviour (action driven by an outside agent
rather than by the understanding and conviction of the learner).
The education of a learning doctor under this view, would focus as key concerns, not
simply on routine medical skills and knowledge, but crucially also on:
w

that doctor’s understanding and knowledge of themselves as a doctor

w

their sensitivity to the particularities and humanity of each patient

w

their ability to establish a therapeutic relationship with each patient

w

their awareness that their interpretation of the context(s) in which they meet the
patient will profoundly shape their clinical decisions in this case

w

their capacity for sound and rigorous clinical thinking

w

their capacity for making wise professional judgements that are not compromised by
self-interest

w

their ability to see beyond the immediate in weighing up the clinical choices available
in each case.

Such an agenda might thus offer the learner new ways of thinking and of being, that
challenge the status quo of what we might call ‘old-style medical education’ where
teaching is characterized as telling the learner ‘the knowledge’, where assessment is
about counting the learner’s skills, and where clinical practice conforms uncritically
to protocols. There, ‘the given’ in medical practice (the current reality of clinical
work and its context) is unquestioningly accepted and obeyed. An example would
be simply accepting the need to prioritize the demands of clinical work to the point
where there was very little if any time for any serious and in-depth education.
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These principles of two very different ways of construing practice go back to
Aristotle and have been well-recognized by many educationists since — particularly
those in the last twenty years who wish to characterize quality teaching and learning
in ways other than through competencies, but whose voice has until now been
mainly excluded from public debate. (See, for example: Carr, D. 2004; Carr, W. 1995;
Cruess, Cruess and Steinert 2008; Dunne 1995; 2005; and Fish and Brigley 2010). If
medical education is to move forward it needs to recognize these ideas and work to
ensure their implementation.
Indeed, one key insight associated with the moral mode of practice (whether it
be educational or medical), is that in order to aspire to change the world for the
better in some way (to offer understanding, enlightenment and emancipation; or
cure, treatment or palliation) we have first to change ourselves in respect of becoming
agents of our own moral stance instead of being obedient to convention.
Thus, a moral response, as illustrated by Carr, D. is to:
get to the bottom of things, and getting to the moral bottom of things is above all a matter of
making myself more honest, courageous, self-controlled, just, caring, and so on.
[This] is a matter of ... personal change or development on the part of agents, not just of
behaviour modification or increase in intellectual knowledge: and such change of heart can be a
function of nothing less than coming to see the value of virtue for its own sake...
(Carr, D. 2004: 107)

he adds later that:
such development of self and others involves the reflective refining or enhancement of conduct
in complex contexts of human association...
(Ibid: 110-11)

So, as postgraduate medical educators, then, how do we wish to construe the
practices of medicine and of education? The next section offers some thoughts on
the nature of medicine as a practice and how we might construe it within the moral
mode of practice, while the final section looks at the practice of education.

The nature of practice in medicine and how we
might construe it
How might we characterize current medical practice? The following points have in
my experience resonated with many doctors who work ‘on the ground’ within the
NHS. They have been adapted from Fish and Coles (2005).
w

The reality of the lived clinical experience for doctors is more multi-faceted than
simply being about getting the patient better and requires more than textbook
knowledge, and the ability to carry out laid down procedures and technical skills.
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w

Medicine involves, lying beneath the overall categories of differential diagnosis /
treatment plans / care pathways, the real detail — the need for important medical
abilities and capacities and for personal-professional characteristics and qualities that
go well beyond having and applying traditional knowledge and skills.

w

Medical practice requires many immediate and highly informed judgements to be
made by the doctor with and on behalf of vulnerable and sometimes confused patients,
often on the spot and in collaboration with fellow professionals. But judgement is
not ‘a skill’. It cannot be taught by a lecture-presentation to learners. It can only be
nurtured over time through rigorous and deep reflection on experiences in which
judgement has been central.

w

In addition to traditional knowledge and skills, medical practice demands of doctors a
wise mixture of intuition, professional on-the-spot judgement, hunch, and risk-taking.
Such wisdom cannot be learnt from a textbook or taught directly. It can only be
cultivated over a period of time through professional conversations in which specific
cases are reflected upon deeply and from which only working principles can be
drawn. This is because principles will travel and will guide practice in other similar
circumstances, but learnt skills and knowledge cannot be simply applied in every
case. Rather they have to be adapted to each new context — as guided by the sound
principles gained through reflection on experience.

w

All medical practice is informed by esoteric and complex procedural and propositional
knowledge, but this needs to be shaped by recognition of the moral dimensions of
working with and for patients and colleagues, (as controlled through the traditional
professional parameters for shaping proper conduct, and influenced by the need for
accountability).

w

Complex medical practice is difficult to learn except through rigorous reflection
on specific experience, and even then, although one can illuminate the knowledge
embedded in a piece of professional practice, one often cannot fully express in plain
words all that has been demanded of the doctor. Metaphors sometimes come to
the rescue here, but talking at this deep level can only occur within a nurturing and
trusting relationship between teacher and learner.

w

In many senses such medical practice involves creativity, and is based upon practical
wisdom (which comes from more than mere accrued and repeated experience but
which evolves through experience that has been rigorously explored by means of
reflection until the deeper understanding of that practice has been achieved).

w

It is about communicating with and working with immediate colleagues, and the
multi-professional team, and knowing and being able to assess one’s own strengths
and weaknesses.

w

Ironically, the propositional (factual) health-care knowledge called upon in any
doctor’s individual interaction with patients is often a small proportion of medical
knowledge as a whole. It is necessary to know as much of it as possible, and to know
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when to use it, but such knowledge is actually one of many resources, all of which
need a place in the curriculum for practice.
w

Doctors are individual members of a range of professional communities, in each of
which they have responsibilities to their fellows. This makes medical practice (and
learning it) a social and collaborative enterprise. Such professional communities
include, for example, the community of the work-place; of one’s specialist knowledge;
of one’s professional body; and of professions generally.

w

Such qualities, characteristics and understandings cannot (except in trivial matters)
be satisfactorily categorized in boxes or assessed via tick lists and one-page forms.

In de Cossart and Fish (2005) we summed this up by saying:
[Professionals] endlessly create, negotiate and develop meanings; have to be appropriately flexible
about some things and temporarily inflexible about others; engage all the time with multiple
activities, factors, and perspectives; ceaselessly formulate problems and solutions; and learn to
live with, the insoluble, the ephemeral, the tentative and the incomplete.
(de Cossart and Fish 2005: 100)

Young doctors working in the 21st century need this understanding developed in
them, together with wise judgement, in order to make themselves and their patients
safe — especially in a world in which patients now have the same access to medical
knowledge that doctors do (via the internet) but who may well not fully understand
how best to tailor it to their own case.
But there is more to be said. The thesis informing this book (as it also informed
Fish 2010) is that both practising interpretively and its basis, practical reasoning, already
exist in medicine but with little explicit recognition, and that they urgently need to
be nurtured by means of wise medical education. Practical reasoning or phronesis
and praxis or morally committed action (as we saw in chapter two, pp. 40-41 above),
are what the professional engages in so as to make wise judgements in situations of
uncertainty. It is the need for such decisions, hour by hour in practice, which makes
medicine not a technical practice but an interpretive one. Medical educators who
understand this are in the best position to develop wise doctors.
Montgomery highlights the inaccurate avowal of doctors that they practise according
to evidence-based medicine. She attributes this to ‘a field defect in their vision of
themselves and their practice’, which she says causes them: ‘publicly to “misdescribe”
their practice as rule-governed and evidence-based’, when in fact the way they work
shows medicine to be substantially interpretive. (See Montgomery 2006: 5.) As I
argued several years later:
An unfortunate result of this is that as long as the real nature of that practice (their practical
reasoning) remains largely tacit, it cannot be understood, explored and developed, thus depriving
beginners of gaining an explicit introduction to it and mature professionals of developing it
further.

I also suggested that the result of medicine being an interpretive practice is that:
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This requires professionals (through education) to become explicitly aware of their own values
and how these drive their interpretations of practice, even as they engage in it. This in turn
enables them to develop further their ability to interpret wisely the complexities of a particular
patient’s healthcare needs. It also requires them, in the light of this, to formulate and then exercise
professional judgment, thus acting with discretion on the patient’s behalf, and so recognising and
fulfilling their moral responsibilities to the patient.

I added:
The role of education here is to empower professionals to become more explicit about their
tacit practical rationality and more conscious of their values and capacities, so that they can
refine and develop them, and can be articulate about their significance in best patient care. In
short, through education they become more fully the operators of their own practice and its
development, rather than relying solely on the endless updating of knowledge and skills!
(Fish 2010: 193 - 94)

What does this assume or require, then about the nature of the practice of education?

The nature of practice in education and how we
might construe it
Perhaps the most important inference from all this is that educational practice,
construed as being a moral practice, should be about the emancipating development
of self and others, not about the locking of learners into a narrow and narrowing
world of the avaricious acquisition of endless skills, protocols and theoretical
knowledge!
Education is essentially a values-based concept.This means that it is, to some degree,
problematic and not able to be given a once-for-all definition, simply because people
use the terms ‘education’ and ‘educated’ in approval of an enterprise or person, and
their approval depends on what they value most. Thus we might ask the following.
Is the term ‘educated’ to be reserved only for those with Latin and Greek or does
being well-mannered matter more? Are we schooled in educational institutions but
educated by life? The problem here is that different people value different aspects of
life and therefore of education, so that medical educators work amidst a conflicting
set of educational values.Thinking about all this prompts educators to have a view on
what educational practice means for them, to seek to nurture learners to understand
these complexities, and to choose wisely what kind of a professional they might
aspire to become. To be able to articulate this for a range of important audiences
and purposes is a vital part of being an educator.
Further, these issues should not be ducked in the name of everything educational
being merely ‘contestable and therefore never able to be resolved into any kind of
consensus’. It is the view of this book that while there are deeply contrasting views
about education (because, as we shall see, it is values-based), this does not preclude
coming to some general agreements, about a number of important and fundamental
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matters, in which a range of views can be encompassed and incorporated, to the
benefit of all (see Carr, D. 2010).

The importance of values — educational, and indeed, professional
Values are those abiding and long-cherished views we all have — but do not
necessarily share — about what counts as enduringly worthwhile and important.
These views and values shape our practice, whether we know it or not. They are
usually tacit, often lying deep beneath the surface of our practice.
Values are by definition matters of contention, because often they are not shared
by other members of our working environment. (It is true that any healthcare
professional will share many values with immediate colleagues, but this may not
be true across professions, let alone in relation to other staff and to patients.)
Indeed, everyone who works in a professional practice lives at the centre of a web
of complex, but subtle and largely invisible pressures that arise from the differing
values endemic to professional practice and its management, (see de Cossart and
Fish 2005: 20).
Values are rarely directly discussed, (so that colleagues do not recognize their
differences as values-based), and so the pressures that arise from them are not
traced to source and thus become puzzling as well as frustrating. Indeed, contention
about values results from seriously different ways of seeing the world, and leads to
very different ways of conducting ourselves.
Whether we are aware of it or not, educational values lie at the centre of how
we conduct ourselves as teachers, and clinical values are central and fundamental
to the professional practice and expertise of doctors. It is thus the unavoidable
responsibility of the teacher of postgraduate doctors to have made explicit both
sets of values as enshrined in their own practice, and also to recognize that they
may espouse some values that they do not manage to attain. That is, as teachers we
should begin any attempt to understand and develop any professional practice, both
by exploring our own educational values and by recognizing the clinical values we
seek to promote. Only then will we be equipped to enable learners to explore their
own professional values.
Such an exploration is bound to begin by looking at the visible elements of what a
practitioner does, and then attempting to gain access to and understand what drives
these. Practitioners rarely talk or write directly about their values, yet, what they do,
know and think, speak volumes in respect of what they believe is important. Indeed,
ironically, that which practitioners take for granted, and overlook (because it is so
much a natural part of their practice), is often very visible to patients, learners and
other colleagues who observe them. (See Fish and Coles 2005, chapters three and
four.)
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Making our educational values explicit as a basis for educational
practice
Our professional values in general are how we each consistently see the world in
which we engage in professional practice, and what we prioritize in our professional
life. Our professional values are what drive our professional actions, attitudes,
thoughts and beliefs. And one’s conduct reveals these values to all those one works
with (colleagues and patients). Such values existed well before one became conscious
of them, and whether one is aware of them or not, they have a profound effect on
how others see one. They might also be seen in our views about the ways others
engage in practice.
Our educational values shape how we each conduct ourselves as a teacher in
the clinical setting. And it should be noted that clinicians working with learners
in the clinical setting are always teaching their own values (indirectly by modelling,
if not explicitly through discussion). Our educational values spring from our own
educational experiences which will have shaped how we see the role of the teacher,
how we think about teaching as a practice, how we conceive of what learners are like
and what they need, and how we envisage assessment as a practice. All this will affect
how we each teach and learn and what our learners gain from their time with us.
Sometimes our actions as teachers reveal educational values that are different from
those we would say we hold. (We might claim to value the learner’s views, but
how we behave towards them might tell them that we do not!) Here there is a
gap between our espoused values (values we claim to hold) and our values-in-use
(values that emerge from our practice). Whilst our espoused educational values and
our educational values-in-use are in harmony, there is no conflict. But this is rare,
and something to strive for rather than something we can easily attain. When we
recognize such a values gap, it is always worth exploring further both our practice
and our values.

Education as a moral practice
When education is seen as a technical practice, it focuses on the teacher learning
a range of skills and strategies for given situations and using them efficiently. When
seen as a moral activity, it is held to be undertaken in pursuit of educationally worthwhile
ends, which aim to realize morally worthwhile virtues. Examples of this are as follows.
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w

The role of the educator is to facilitate the process of growth in the learner (to
enhance individual freedom, develop autonomy and contribute to democracy). See,
for example, the work of Dewey.

w

Education liberates individuals and facilitates their transition from passive to active
learners. See the work of Carr, W; Oakeshott; Palmer.

w

Education is emancipatory, cannot be morally neutral, and is always directive (but
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the ends and means used can be liberating). It is a social process and above all it is
the practice of freedom in which learners discover themselves and achieve their
humanity. See the work of Freire.

As we shall see in chapter four, these worthwhile ends, aims or goals of education
include the development of the whole person and particularly the cultivation of
the mind, which means developing understanding which in turn will lead to the
development of practice.

Modes of practice in education and medicine
It is important to explore and clarify the relationships between the technical and the
moral modes of practice, and these are expressed below in Figure 3.1 Understanding
modes of practice in medical education: a continuum.
Here the three cubes depicted represent three ways of construing a teacher’s
practice, and demonstrate the relationship between these as along a continuum. The
left hand cube represents a ‘narrow training’ view of the technical mode of practice.
Here, the focus is strictly and exclusively upon training the trainee in the technical
skills and the specifics of the specialist knowledge associated with professional
practice. This is the most extreme version of the technical mode of practice and is
found in the work of the technical trainer who is concerned only with inculcating
change in the trainee’s behaviour, so that they adopt, follow and ultimately even
teach protocols as the basis for coping with complex practical problems. This is more
appropriate for craft apprentices than for doctors and when used in medicine will
result in highly restricted professionals unable to exercise the kind of professional
judgement needed by patients.
The middle cube represents the views of the medical teacher working more broadly
in the technical mode of practice. But visible behaviour rather than conduct shaped
by the learner’s values, is still the priority. Here the teacher may be trying to re-shape
the learner’s behaviour in terms of broader skills that need to become automatic and
to inculcate extensive specialist knowledge in the learner.This seems less narrow but
still produces technicians who are, arguably, restricted professionals.
The view of professional education represented in the right hand cube is that
professional judgement is the central core of professional practice and that developing
this in learning doctors requires the teacher to work in the moral mode of practice
where the development of the learner’s conduct, character and understanding are of
priority. Here the teacher aims at developing a holistic doctor who meets patients
as one human being to another and can utilize their knowledge, skills, and judgement
creatively in their service. Such a doctor is seen as an extended professional.
Perhaps the most important aspect of Figure 3.1, is that it indicates the possibility of
the teacher moving along this continuum from left to right, and also shows that the
right hand cube does not eschew the technical aspects of practice.
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The narrow face
of technical practice

A SIMPLE PROCESS, involving training
in skills that have been well learnt
(uncritically) through repetition, have
been observed as well performed by an
assessor, so that the required change
in learners’ behaviour will occur on all
occasions.

Technical trainee, a
follower of protocols

and where the doctor can
only practise by the book

concerned with
CHANGING behaviour
in which teacher is the agent
for inculcating in the doctor
procedures pre-determined
by a higher authority

Technical trainer working in
the technical mode of
practice

Extended professional

A COMPLEX PROFESSIONAL
PRACTICE in which the learner’s
knowledge, skills, character, capacities,
professionalism, decision-making and
professional judgement are nurtured
by a wide range of means, employed to
educationally worthwhile ends.

Holistic Doctor focused on
skills and knowledge,
nurtured as a person and
developing the invisible aspects
of practice including
professional judgement

concerned with
DEVELOPING conduct
where teacher ensures that
the doctor UNDERSTANDS
the required procedures and
knowledge and how to use
them intelligently and nurtures
the doctor as a person with
their own repertoire of
decision-making and who
serves the patient

Medical teacher working in
the moral mode of
practice

Working in the moral mode of practice

A SIMPLE MATTER OF TELLING clearly,
through presentation of teacher’s
knowledge or skills, (assumed to be easily
absorbed by the learner) and thoroughly
checked via a rigorously applied ‘required’
test of a learner’s behavious / knowledge,
that most learners pass.

Technician Doctor
focused on medical skills
and knowledge (the visible
aspects of practice)

and where the doctor is
only focused on what that
teacher requires

concerned with
SHAPING behaviour
in which teacher is the
agent for ensuring that the
doctor knows the required
procedures and knowledge

Medical teacher working in
the technical mode of
practice
The technical
face of professional
practice

Good teaching seen as

Restricted professional

Working in the technical mode of practice

Highly restricted professional

The moral face of
professional practice

Kind of practitioner
the learner is

Construes practice as

Kind of practitioner
the teacher is

Kind of
professional

Figure 3.1 Understanding modes of practice in medical education: a continuum
(After the work of Carr, D. 2003)
(All modes may be needed but the educated teacher chooses them in an informed way)
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Last words
These ideas are only a starting point and many of them will be explored further
in a range of different ways throughout the rest of Part One, whilst Part Two will
consider the practical implications of all this, and will offer examples and suggestions
for how all this can be translated into practice.
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